Bekijk de webversie

Mandali, local products and
more...

Hello {{voornaam}},
Through this newsletter I would like to inform you
about our Mandali store in Kournas.
You read about the products that we sell, I give you
some background information about the products, I
give you information about the activities that we
organize and also general information and news about Kournas and Crete.
I hope you will enjoy reading it.

Autumn on Crete?
When I look at the calendar I see that it is November, but when it comes to temperature it
can also be September: it is still more than 25 degrees, plenty of sunshine with occasional
clouds. What a difference with last year!
Then in November the winter already started, with cold winds from the north and lots and lots
of rain.
We have had a few days with a lot of rain and storm this week and this was heavy, but
fortunately only for a short time.
Every day we still see people at the beach. There are not many tourists in this area anymore,
because almost all hotels are now closed. Only the holiday homes and a few small
apartment complexes in our area are available in the winter period.
In a few hotels in Kavros, "winter tourists" come again this winter, mainly retired people who
make a kind of study trip. They visit the most important tourist attractions of Crete, such as,
Knossos, Arkadi Monastery, Elafonissi, the city of Chania etc.
Most restaurants and shops in the tourist places on the coast are also closed. In the big
cities, in the old center, more shops and restaurants remain open, but many tourist
businesses are now closed.

Kournas in autumn
Mandali in Kournas is closed now. The Kali Kardia and Babis taverns are open on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, and Taverne Kournas (Maria and Nikos) is open every day. The
Kafenion and the Ouzerie are also open daily for a coffee or another drink.
Many people do not yet have time to rest from the summer season. Farmer Stelios has
started working in his "kazani" (raki distillery) again a month ago. Together with his sons,
fresh tsikoudia (raki) is distilled 6 days a week from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm.

Harvest of the olives
And almost all farmers in Kournas (and all of Crete) are busy with the olive harvest. On
the fields around the villages you can hear the chainsaws and the aggregates of the olive
pickers from about 9 o'clock to 4 o'clock in the morning.
The olive trees are also pruned immediately, so that they can give a good harvest again
the next year. The olive oil factory in Kournas has been completely cleaned and made
ready for use to press the 2019 olive oil.
The expectation was a good harvest, a lot of olives and a lot of good olive oil, but
something went wrong ...
The many hard rains in winter did not have time to get into the soil and also destroyed
many trees. Most of the rain flowed directly into the sea. In April and May it was too dry
and there was no rain at all in the summer months.
In October it was stormy for a few days, so many olives were already blowing from the
trees. Also the high humidity in the early morning hours and in the evening in October
was not good for the development of the olives.
The last reason the farmers mention is the olive fly, which made a lot of holes in the
olives to lay eggs.
In short, a big disappointment for many farmers in Crete.

Olives
We also went looking for good, beautiful green and black olives to conserve, but this was
not easy. Many olives were already lying on the ground due to the storm, many olives had
holes and therefore worms and also the olives were much smaller than normal.
Fortunately we have found a small stock of green and black olives and we will continue to
look further in the coming weeks

Preserving olives
Many people ask us if you can eat the olives from the tree like this and you really can't!
An olive tree is actually a fruit tree and the olive is the fruit of this tree. You can eat most
of the fruits from the tree, but the olive is really an exception. The taste is very bitter. So to
eat the olives, you have to preserve them.
Preserving olives is fairly simple, you just do this with salt, water and patience.
Making the olives reduces the bitter taste so that they become edible. Both the hard
green olive, the more mature green olive and the ripe black olive can be preserved. There
are two ways to make olives: wet and dry.

Preserving wet
You can use this simple method for both green and black olives.
The green olive is more bitter, so first let these olives steep for 7 to 12 days in a large
bucket of water. Change the water daily.
Rinse the olives and discard damaged ones. Make a slice in each olive with a sharp knife
to the pit, or give it a light tap with a meat hammer.
Some people skip this step and leave the olives whole.
Fill a 20-liter bucket with lid for three-quarters with olives. Dissolve 1 kg of salt in 20 liters
of water and pour it over the olives to the edge, until the bucket overflows.
Close the lid and leave in a cool place for 6 to 12 months.
If you like the olives a little bit bitter then 3 to 4 months is enough. A layer of foam comes
on top of the water, but this is an important part of the fermentation process and this must
remain on it.
Once sufficiently pickled (taste it), throw away the brine and rinse the olives well under
running water.
You throw away damaged or soft olives and the good ones are left in fresh water for two
days. Drain the water and put the olives in sterilized pots and cover them with new brine
made with 30 ml (2 teaspoons) of salt and 250 ml of wine vinegar for every liter of water.

Flavoured olives
You can now also add flavors such as dried rosemary or thyme, bay leaves, dried garlic,
pepper, coriander seeds or a piece of lemon zest.
Pour a minimum of one centimeter of olive oil on top of the olives and brine to protect the
olives, close the pot and let it ripen for a few weeks before eating.

Preserving dry
This method is especially good for the larger olives. Olives that have been preserved in
this way will taste slightly more bitter, but the preparation of the olives is much faster: it
only takes five to six weeks.
Wash the olives and discard damaged ones. For every kilo of olives you use 500 grams of
raw (sea)salt.
Lay the olives and the salt in layers in plastic containers with holes in the bottom so that
the juices can leak out and turn the olives every week to ensure that they are all covered
in salt.
If the olives are sufficiently pickled (test by tasting), rinse them well a few times in fresh
water. Then soak them in fresh water for one to two days.
Drain the water and store the olives in sterilized jars with new brine, if necessary. spices
and olive oil (similar to the method of wet preserving) and let them ripen for a few weeks
before you serve them.

news about Mandali
The store is now closed. In the winter period there are hardly any tourists in the village for
local products or information. The tourists we see in Kournas in the winter are mostly
hikers who consciously come during the quiet period. They are well prepared, they know
that many businesses are closed during this period of the year and they have the right
hiking maps or booklets with them.
During this period of the year we will continue to organize botanical walks with donkeys
for tourists and for foreigners who live permanently on Crete. You can call us or write a
message to plan a walk.
On December 21 we organize the "Midwinter walk" with donkeys, followed by a nice
meal in one of the taverns in Kournas. And of course Arno will bake the traditional
“oliebollen” in the store on 31 December.
This month we are going to rest a bit, clean up and we have to get used to a different
rhythm. In December we are already preparing for the new season (the 5th year already,
the 1st anniversary), because in January the hip surgery of Arno is on the program.

news about the donkeys
Our longears are doing well. They walked with a lot of guests last summer and with one
guest it went a bit better than with the other and with one they had a direct click and with
another the click definitely did not come.
Some people even came twice during their holiday to walk with the donkeys and others just
came to bring some treats or to cuddle.
Just like last year, this summer several people also called the donkey walk the highlight of
their holiday. One family came to the store at the end of the morning and they told us that
they had unpacked the suitcases and then immediately ordered a taxi to take them to
Kournas, because they had to see the donkeys first! We found this an honor to hear.
In the previous newsletter I already told you that the veterinarian and farrier would come for
the dental and hoof check. The CAWS, the non-profit organization that comes to Crete every
6 months for a donkey check, came with a whole team to Kournas.
They arrived in the afternoon and provided a lot of attention and discussion material: 4
donkeys in the village square in front of the store, a vet, 2 co-assistants, a coordinator and a
farrier with their equipment.
It was a Dutch-speaking team, so very easy for us. We could also immediately ask all our
questions to the vet and she gave us good and useful tips.

Check up
The hooves of Eos and Popy were fine, but the hooves of Cleo and also of foal Zoë had
to be filed a bit.
Zoë's teeth were fine, but with Cleo and Eos they had to file off a few molars.
Popy needed the most care, because she had 2 particularly long molars, called hooks,
and these had to be filed. This was probably the first time that Popy received this
treatment and she didn't like it at all.
It also took quite a long time before the 2 hooks were filed. But she behaved very good.
The other donkeys were very quiet, especially Eos. She pretended to be checked by the
dentist every week.
We suspected that Popy was about 20 years old and the vet could confirm this, perhaps a
little older, but certainly not younger.
Both Popy and Eos are a bit too fat, and Cleo stays slim as long as Zoë still drinks her
milk.

Eos has weak abdominal muscles, making her back
hollow and for this the vet had abdominal exercises: 5
times a week to practice the straight and oblique
abdominal muscles!
At first we thought it was a joke, but she did the exercises
with Eos and it went very well.
Furthermore, the donkeys were healthy, looking good and
no extra care was needed.
During the treatments many villagers came by and
wondered what was going on. When they heard what was
being done they were full of praise.
Even the next day people came by to ask what was going
on with the donkeys.

Exciting
It was almost 8 p.m. and completely dark when the Caws team finished their job and we
had to take the donkeys to the meadow. That was also a happening: with some light from
a flashlight and a cell phone, because there are no lamp posts near the meadow.
But when the donkeys were on the meadow and received their well-deserved straw, they
were all happy again.
Only Popy was "not amused" and a bit out of her mood, but that was understandable. The
next morning she was already a little better and in the evening we saw Popy eating straw
with so much attention and pleasure ... She probably always had pain while chewing with
the hooks and now she enjoyed the food. She almost closed her eyes while eating.
The CAWS is a non-profit organization that only works with volunteers and they are
dependent on donations and gifts.
We have paid the bill of the CAWS team with money from the “donkey box” that you and
many other customers, guests and visitors have filled generously with gifts this past
summer. For this we want to thank you very much, also on behalf of the donkeys a loud
IAAAAA as a thank you (especially from Popy)

Zoë
The foal Zoë is doing very well. She is now more than 7 months old and she is doing well
during the walks, she listens good and the (short) training sessions (besides walking,
walking backwards, walking curves, waiting etc.) are getting better and better.
She also tries to eat carob or carrot pieces from your hand without biting, but this
sometimes it goes wrong.
She has a lot of energy and occasionally she has to run on the meadow and sometimes
mother Cleo joins in and they run after each other. Eos and Popy do not participate, they
look at it and start looking for food.

Ordering local products from Kournas
This week Peter from Germany was back on Crete and he has taken a large number of
packages with orders. DHL will deliver the orders again from 20 November.
Did you miss this order, or were you too late? No problem, because Peter will come to
Crete again in December. Perhaps a great opportunity for an original Christmas gift?
I have made a new order list and if you click HERE you can see which products you can
order. You can also read prices, method of payment and delivery on this list. Unfortunately
a number of products are sold out, but they will be available next year.
Do you have special wishes, are you missing something on the list or do you have other
questions, please let me know and I will reply as soon as possible
Let me know before November 25 what you want to order, then I can reserve place for
your order. If you send me an email with your order, I will send you a confirmation and I
will pack everything for you.

nieuwsbrief Mandali
I hope you enjoyed reading this newsletter and if you have
family or friends who are also interested in this Mandali
newsletter, you can always forward it.
At the website they can also sign up for the next
newsletter themselves.
P.S. I also gladly answer other questions about Kournas, the surrounding area and about
Crete in general, and maybe even pay attention to this in a future newsletter.
Best regards,
Arno and Barbara

Facebook

Website

Mandali, local products and more...
Kournas
73007 Apokoronas
Chania, Crete, Greece
tel: 0030-6951337205 + Whatsapp + VIBER

Deze e-mail is verstuurd aan {{email}}. • Als u geen nieuwsbrief meer wilt ontvangen, kunt
u zich hier afmelden. • U kunt ook uw gegevens inzien en wijzigen. • Voor een goede
ontvangst voegt u info@mandali-kournas.com toe aan uw adresboek.

